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½̋  FIRE GLASS COLLECTION
One of our most popular products, our ½˝ Fire Glass is made from premium grade, high quality,  
tempered safety glass. When used properly in your fireplace or fire pit, it will not melt, degrade,  
create soot or ash, and will not release toxic fumes into our environment. The wide range of colors 
allow you to use your creativity to mix and match to create artistic and elegant fire effects.  
Our premium reflective Fire Glass is unique, as it provides a more intense and vibrant flame,  
as the reflective mirror-like finish picks up the ambient lighting in such a way that the glimmer  
is more intense and the reflective qualities are mesmerizing.

*product shown actual size
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AZURIA REFLECTIVE BLACK REFLECTIVE BRONZE REFLECTIVE COBALT REFLECTIVE

COPPER REFLECTIVE EVERGREEN REFLECTIVE GOLD REFLECTIVE GRAY REFLECTIVE

PACIFIC BLUE REFLECTIVE STARFIRE REFLECTIVE

½˝ PREMIUM

½˝ CLASSIC
BLACK BRONZE CLEAR

COBALT COPPER EVERGREEN GRAY

PACIFIC BLUE STARFIRE

AZURIA
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¼̋  FIRE GLASS COLLECTION
Just like our larger Fire Glass, our ¼˝ collection is made from premium grade, high quality, tempered safety 
glass. When used properly in your fireplace or fire pit, it will not melt, degrade, create soot or ash, and will 
not release toxic fumes into our environment. The wide range of colors allow you to use your creativity to 
mix and match to create artistic and elegant fire effects. Our premium reflective Fire Glass is unique, as it 
provides a more intense and vibrant flame, as the reflective mirror-like finish picks up the ambient lighting 
in such a way that the glimmer is more intense and the reflective qualities are mesmerizing.

*product shown actual size
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PLATINUM REFLECTIVE

¼˝ CLASSIC
AZURIA BLACK BRONZE CHAMPAGNE CLEAR

COBALT BLUE COPPER EVERGREEN GRAY

AZURIA REFLECTIVE CHAMPAGNE REFLECTIVEBRONZE REFLECTIVEBLACK REFLECTIVE

PACIFIC BLUE REFLECTIVE

¼˝ PREMIUM
COBALT REFLECTIVE

COPPER REFLECTIVE EVERGREEN REFLECTIVE GRAY REFLECTIVEGOLD REFLECTIVE

SOLEX STARFIRE

PACIFIC BLUE
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PRE-MIXED  
FIRE GLASS COLLECTION
Combining years of feedback with inspirational experiences, the beauty of our Pre-Mixed Fire Glass 
Collection transforms traditional color into memories of the relaxing breeze on the coast, within the  
pines of mountaintops, and even enjoying the glitter of the downtown nightlife. Our ¼” and ½” Pre-Mixed  
Fire Glass is available in 6 inspirational blends, and is conveniently available in all of our retail and 
traditional packaging options.

*product shown actual size
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BORA BORA LAS VEGASBALI

YOSEMITE ZIONMAUI BREEZE

½˝ PREMIUM REFLECTIVE

BALI BORA BORA LAS VEGAS

MAUI BREEZE YOSEMITE ZION

¼˝ PREMIUM REFLECTIVE
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FIRE BEADS
Fire Beads are different than Fire Glass in that they are not pieces of glass, but instead, smooth, rounded 
beads and their smooth and polished look creates a very relaxing, serene environment. Perfect for your 
fireplace or fire pit, Fire Beads are fairly uniform in shape and size, at about ½"- ¾" each. Fire Beads are 
impressive with an elegant, luminous glow and fluid, reflective qualities, that add a modern look to your 
indoor or outdoor décor. With many different shades available, ranging from light to dark, pairing them 
together can create an entirely new custom look. Several Fire Beads are also available with a subtle, 
iridescent luster reflective enhancement.

*product shown actual size
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CARAMELAQUA BLUE AQUA BLUE LUSTER

CARAMEL LUSTER EMERALD GREEN LUSTER GLACIER ICE

ROYAL BLUE SANGRIAROYAL BLUE LUSTER

SANGRIA LUSTER TWILIGHT LUSTERTWILIGHT

FIRE BEADS COLLECTION
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ZIRCON FIRE GLASS
Our Zircon Fire Glass is made using high quality decorative colored glass, and molding it into rough 
"Diamond" shapes. The glass is then polished, with the end result a beautiful, gem-like smooth finish.  
Each piece of Zircon Fire Glass is unique and eye-catching, helping design professionals and homeowners 
create tasteful yet exquisite designs for their commercial and residential projects. Zircon Fire Glass  
can be used in both indoor and outdoor applications. Currently, we stock eight colors of Zircon  
Fire Glass with six of those colors having a subtle, iridescent luster reflective enhancement.

*product shown actual size
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ZIRCON FIRE GLASS
BLACK DIAMOND LUSTER CORAL LUSTERBLACK DIAMOND

MIDNIGHT BLUE LUSTER POWDER BLUE LUSTER RAIN DROP LUSTER

RUBY RED RUBY RED LUSTER
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ECO GLASS
AFG Eco Glass is a unique and “green” product made from pre-consumer recycled glass products. 
The only difference is that the edges of the sheets are used rather than the sheet itself. The glass is  
melted and dyed to create beautiful, irregular shaped glass beads in a myriad of colors. Eco Glass  
can virtually last a lifetime. Another advantage of our Eco Glass is that it does not emit any toxic 
fumes into our environment, or give out any nasty soot, ash, or smoke, and cleaning and maintaining 
fire glass is a breeze.

ECO GLASS
JET BLACKAMBER SKY BLUESAPPHIRE BLUE

*product shown actual size

CRYSTAL RED**CRYSTAL ORANGE**

** Color darkens under direct heat

SMOKE CRYSTAL WHITE
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Recycled Fire Pit Glass is created using raw post-consumer glass, making it the “greenest” glass  
we provide. It starts by being selected for color, melted, additional color added, cooled and processed.  
We then put our recycled glass through additional processes to clean, and minimize any small unusable fragments prior to 
packaging, leaving them approximately ½" - 1" in size. We presently stock eight colors, and recommend using our Recycled 
Fire Pit Glass for outdoor fire features, water features, garden mulch, landscape design, and decorative concrete applications. 
Fire Pit Glass is not recommended for use in indoor or enclosed masonry fire box applications.

AUBURN COFFEE DARK BLUE ICE

RECYCLED FIRE PIT GLASS

*product shown actual size

LIGHT BLUE REDTURQUOISEONYX
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LITE STONE BALLS
From amid the burning wreckage and treasures of the old world, Lite Stone Balls boast a blend of 
modern and old world charm with minimalist design to create a neat uncluttered look to your gas fire 
pit and fireplace. Utilizing current ceramic technologies, Lite Stone Balls are ideal for indoor and outdoor 
environments. Our Lite Stone Balls get their color from an environmentally friendly ceramic stain that is 
absorbed into the porous fireproof material. Extremely durable, our Lite Stone Balls are freeze tested & 
fire approved. They are clean burning with no smoke, ash, or harmful fumes. The Lite Stone Ball sets are 
available in various quantities where you can choose the one that best fits your fire feature and style.
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CHERRY BARKCAPE GRAYMATTE BLACK

MESA RED NUTMEG BROWNCOTTAGE WHITE

SUNDANCE YELLOW THUNDER GRAY BEACH PEBBLE MIX

Our Lite Stone Balls are available in sets of all uniform 4” balls 
and mixed sets of 2”, 4”, and 6” balls. Both set types are offered 
in 8 different colors and 2 designer mixed color sets.

NATURAL MIX
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Those who are ready for an upgrade of their fireplace or fire pit must consider our brand new Lite Stones 
as the perfect alternative. Lite Stones have an old world charm, while providing a minimalistic design  
and create a neat and uncluttered look in fireplaces and fire pits. Lite Stones also add color to the décor, 
and liven up your ambience. Available in 8 beautiful colors, you will certainly find one or more colors to  
suit your existing color scheme and décor. Lite Stones get their color from an environmentally friendly 
ceramic stain that gets absorbed into the porous material, so, these fire stones age gradually, and do  
not lose their color to heat and elements.

LITE STONES
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NATURAL MIX

MESA REDCOTTAGE WHITE NUTMEG BROWN

BLACK CAPE GRAY CHERRY BARK

SUNDANCE YELLOW THUNDER GRAY BEACH PEBBLE MIX
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LAVA ROCKS
AFG Lava Rocks are primarily used as filler, in combination with our more decorative Fire Glass, but 
can be used alone for a more rustic, natural look if desired. Available in four sizes, our Lava Rocks 
retain heat better than logs making them much more energy efficient and cost effective. The biggest 
advantage is that our Lava Rocks are less expensive than Fire Glass when filling a deep fire pit, and 
you can then top it off with your choice of Fire Glass, or just leave it natural.

SMALL - ¼˝ -  ½˝ MEDIUM - ½˝  -  1̋  LARGE - 1̋  - 2˝ XXL - 4˝ - 6˝ 

TUMBLED LAVA STONES
Tumbled Lava Stones are a modern variant of the traditional lava rock. They are a smooth and 
irregularly shaped stone, with a speckled finish. These Lava Stones are safe for use in fireplaces and 
fire pits. Available in three sizes, our Tumbled Lava Stones retain heat much better than logs, making 
them more energy efficient and cost effective. Tumbled Lava Stones look great as an additional accent 
to Fire Glass, and also look great throughout any fire feature.

SMALL - ½̋  - 1̋  MEDIUM - 1̋  - 2˝ LARGE - 2˝ -  3˝ 
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ZEN
AFBK-ZEN

ECLIPSE
AFBK-ECLIPSE

SAND STONE
AFBK-SANDSTONE

BLACK GRANITE
AFBK-BLKGRANITE

FIRE BOWLS
Fire Bowls are a decorative accessory that can boost your outdoor décor in an elegant and stylish 
way. AFG has put together a great collection of Fire Bowls to blend with a large variety of décor 
styles. All of our Fire Bowls are ready to use. Simply hook up to a gas supply, spread a layer of 
colorful and radiant Fire Glass and get ready to enjoy an amazing fire display. We have both 
natural gas and propane fueled Fire Bowls in our collection. So, check out our amazing collection 
of Fire Bowls, and you will certainly find something to suit your style, needs and budget. Every  
Fire Bowl includes a 12" stainless steel fire pit ring, quiet flex stainless gas hose, and fittings.

SUNBURST
AFBK-SUNBURST

JUPITER
AFBK-JUPITER

COPPER
AFBK-COPPER

FROST
AFBK-FROST

SAHARA
AFBK-SAHARA

GOLD GRANITE
AFBK-GLDGRANITE

*Includes Match Light Hose Kit
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To get the best fire experience, you need the best quality burner in your fireplace. Keeping this in mind, 
AFG has put together a comprehensive collection of burners for fireplaces and you can choose the  
right one based on the type, size of your fire feature, and your style. All of our burners are manufactured 
using high quality .304 stainless steel, designed to last and serve your fireplace for many years.  
These fireplace burners are only for use in fully vented indoor natural gas applications, easy to install, 
and perfect for simple installations.

FIREPLACE BURNER COLLECTION

*Includes Flex Line Kit
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If you want to give a modern twist to your fireplace, with beautifully radiant Fire Glass, then our Paramount Burners are the  
right choice for you. These burners have an ergonomic shape with angled sides, and look as classy as they are efficient.  
These burners have a clean and sophisticated look that can enhance the aesthetics of any fireplace. Paramount burners  
are available in two different sizes and either oil rubbed bronze or stainless steel finishes.

PARAMOUNT PAN BURNERS

OIL RUBBED BRONZE

OB-PPB-18
18˝

OB-PPB-24
24˝

STAINLESS STEEL

18˝
SS-PPB-24

24˝
SS-PPB-24

CONTEMPORARY PAN BURNERS
For a more simplistic look, we offer our Stainless Steel Pan Burners. If you are looking to give a modern transformation to your fireplace, 
then these contemporary fireplace pan burners are the perfect answer. Our Stainless Steel Pan Burners are available in 
two different sizes, 22˝ and 30˝, so, you can choose the right size depending on the width of your fireplace.  
You also get a choice between two different shapes, rectangular or oval.

OVAL

SS-O-22
22˝ 30˝

SS-O-30

RECTANGULAR

SS-R-22
22˝ 30˝

SS-R-30

FIREPLACE BURNER COLLECTION
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AFG H-Burners are designed specifically for use with Fire Glass and Fire Rocks. The dual rows provide 
the burner optimal flame for Fire Rocks or Fire Glass, and the ergonomic design creates a flame that is 
large, and spreads evenly across the entire fireplace. AFG offers H-burners in a variety of sizes that we 
manufacture using top quality .304 stainless steel. It is the perfect candidate for a simple installation. 
You will just need to install the burner and optional ignition kit (sold separately), and your fireplace will 
be ready for an amazing fire display. The holes are drilled and not punched so you will not get the 
constant whistling noise often found with cheap imitation burners.

FIREPLACE H-BURNERS

* Custom sizes available, call for pricing

NATURAL GAS

SS-H-48
48˝

SS-H-36
36˝

SS-H-12
12˝

SS-H-18
18˝

SS-H-24
24˝

SS-H-30
30˝
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FIREPLACE H-BURNERS
PROPANE

12˝
SS-H-12-P

24˝
SS-H-24-P

SS-H-18-P
18˝

SS-H-30-P
30˝

SS-H-48-P
48˝

SS-H-36-P
36˝

*Includes Flex Line Kit *Trays are 2" deep
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SS-FR-48
48˝

FIRE PIT RINGS
If you are looking to build a new fire pit or give a makeover to your existing one with colorful Fire Glass 
or Fire Rocks, then our Fire Pit Rings are the right choice for you. AFG Fire Pit Rings feature a cross bar 
single, double, or triple ring design, that allows gas to circulate better giving you a bigger, more realistic 
"camp fire" like flame. AFG Fire Pit Rings are made using only high quality .304 stainless steel, which 
gives it immense strength and resistance to rusting. Our Fire Pit Rings are available in a wide variety of 
sizes, so you can choose the one that best fits your fire pit. While choosing, you will need to make sure 
that the Fire Pit Ring is at least 6" smaller than the interior diameter of your fire pit.

SS-FR-36
36˝

SS-FR-24
24˝

SS-FR-18
18˝

SS-FR-12
12˝

SS-FR-6
6˝

SS-FR-30
30˝
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Our round flat pans are manufactured using high quality .304 stainless steel, and are sturdy, weather 
resistant, and durable, making them perfect for outdoor fire pits. Designed for a concealed look when 
used with stack stone, concrete block, precast bowls, tile or many other fire pit components. 
Pre-drilled weep holes allow proper drainage of water. Available in a large variety of sizes, we have 
the right pan for your fire pit. Drop-in and Flat Pans do not include Fire Pit Rings. Every pan includes 
a removable plate for ignition upgrade options.

ROUND FLAT PANS
 *Fire Pit Rings Sold Separately

SS-RFP-36
36˝

SS-RFP-24
24˝

SS-RSP-25
25˝

SS-RFP-18
18˝

SS-RSP-19
19˝

SS-RFP-12
12˝

SS-RFP-30
30˝

ROUND DROP-IN PANS
AFG Round Drop-In Pans are easy to install, featuring a 2 ½" depth, 1 ¼˝ support rim, ½˝ nipple, 
and drilled weep holes. These weep holes allow proper drainage of water. Manufactured using 
high quality .304 stainless steel, these pans can withstand high temperatures and exposure to the 
elements. You can use our drop-in Fire Pit Pans in both propane and natural gas applications.  
Drop-in and Flat Pans do not include Fire Pit Rings. Every pan includes a removable plate for  
ignition upgrade options.

Note: Drop-In Pans have an additional  
 1 ¼" Support Rim and are 2" deep 
 (Round Drop-In Pans are 2 ½" deep)

*Fire Pit Rings Sold Separately
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RECTANGULAR DROP-IN PANS
AFG Rectangular Drop-in Pans are easy to install, featuring a 2" depth, 1 ¼˝ support rim, ½˝ nipple,  
and drilled weep holes. These weep holes allow proper drainage of water. Manufactured using high  
quality .304 stainless steel, these pans can withstand high temperatures and exposure to the elements. 
You can use our Drop-in Fire Pit Pans in both propane and natural gas applications. Every pan includes  
a removable plate for ignition upgrade options.

SS-AFPP-30
30˝ x 10˝

SS-AFPP-36
36˝ x 12˝

SS-AFPP-48
48˝ x 14˝

SS-AFPP-18
18˝ x 6˝

SS-AFPP-24
24˝ x 8˝

Note: Drop-in Pans have an additional 1 ¼" Support Rim 
 and are 2" deep (Round Drop-in Pans are 2 ½" deep)
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Designed much like our rectangular pans, our Linear Drop-in Pans are great when a narrower 
presence of flame is desired. Our Linear Drop-in Pans are easy to install, featuring a 2" depth,  
1 ¼˝ support rim, ½˝ nipple, and drilled weep holes. These weep holes allow proper drainage 
of water. Manufactured using high quality .304 stainless steel, these pans can withstand high 
temperatures and exposure to the elements. You can use our Drop-in Fire Pit Pans in both propane 
and natural gas applications. Every pan includes a removable plate for ignition upgrade options.

LINEAR DROP-IN PANS

Note: Drop-in Pans have an additional 1 ¼" Support Rim 
 and are 2" deep (Round Drop-in Pans are 2 ½" deep)

SS-LCB-30
30˝ x 6˝

SS-LCB-48
48˝ x 6˝

SS-LCB-60
60˝ x 6˝

SS-LCB-72
72˝ x 6˝

SS-LCB-36
36˝ x 6˝
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SQUARE DROP-IN PANS
AFG Square Drop-in Pans are easy to install, featuring a 2" depth, 1 ¼˝ support rim, ½˝ nipple, and drilled 
weep holes. These weep holes allow proper drainage of water. Manufactured using high quality .304 
stainless steel, these pans can withstand high temperatures and exposure to the elements. You can 
use our Drop-in Fire Pit Pans in both propane and natural gas applications. Drop-in and Flat Pans do 
not include Fire Pit Rings. Every pan includes a removable plate for ignition upgrade options.

SS-SQP-24

SS-SQP-36

SS-SQP-30

* Fire pit Rings Sold Separately

36˝

24˝
SS-SQP-18

18˝SS-SQP-12
12˝

30˝

Note: Drop-in Pans have an additional 1 ¼" Support Rim 
 and are 2" deep (Round Drop-in Pans are 2 ½" deep)
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Our Square Flat Pans are manufactured using high quality .304 stainless steel, and are sturdy, 
weather resistant, and durable, making them perfect for outdoor fire pits. Designed for a 
concealed look when used with stack stone, concrete block, precast bowls, tile or many other 
fire pit components. Pre-drilled weep holes allow proper drainage of water. Available in a large 
variety of sizes, we have the right pan for your fire pit. Drop-in and Flat Pans do not include Fire 
Pit Rings. Every pan includes a removable plate for ignition upgrade options.

SQUARE FLAT PANS

SS-SQFP-36
36˝

SS-SQFP-30
30˝

SS-SQFP-24
24˝

SS-SQFP-18
18˝

SS-SQFP-12
12˝

* Fire Pit Rings Sold Separately
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SPARK IGNITION
The Spark Ignition configuration provides an all inclusive option to installing, operating, and igniting a Natural Gas or Propane outdoor fire 
feature by including all of the components to install into a fire feature structure, and includes a gas key valve, hoses, and battery powered push 
button rapid fire spark ignitor.

FIRE PIT IGNITION KIT OPTIONS
MATCH LIGHT
The Match Light configuration provides a "Keep it Simple" approach to installing and operating a Natural Gas or whole house Propane 
fire feature by including all of the components to install into a fire feature structure, and allows the user to use their own method to 
ignite the fire.

ROUND FLAT PANS 
WITH MATCH LIGHT KITS

SQUARE FLAT PANS 
WITH MATCH LIGHT KITS

ROUND DROP-IN PANS 
WITH MATCH LIGHT KITS

SQUARE DROP-IN PANS 
WITH MATCH LIGHT KITS

RECTANGULAR DROP-IN PANS 
WITH MATCH LIGHT KITS

LINEAR DROP-IN PANS 
WITH MATCH LIGHT KITS

ROUND FLAT PANS 
WITH SPARK IGNITION KITS

SQUARE FLAT PANS 
WITH SPARK IGNITION KITS

ROUND DROP-IN PANS 
WITH SPARK IGNITION KITS

SQUARE DROP-IN PANS 
WITH SPARK IGNITION KITS

RECTANGULAR DROP-IN PANS 
WITH SPARK IGNITION KITS

LINEAR DROP-IN PANS 
WITH SPARK IGNITION KITS
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SMART IGNITION TECHNOLOGY
The S.I.T. System (Smart Ignition Technology) configuration provides the highest level of intelligence and safety for Natural Gas or Propane 
outdoor fire features. With the flip of a switch, outdoor fire features are turned on or off, and are constantly monitored for the presence of fire. 
If fire is not detected, the S.I.T. System automatically makes multiple attempts to re-light, and in the event of the fire feature not properly 
re-lighting, the system automatically closes the internal gas valve as a safety precaution.

ROUND FLAT PANS WITH 
ELECTRONIC IGNITION KITS

ROUND DROP-IN PANS WITH 
ELECTRONIC IGNITION KITS

SQUARE FLAT PANS WITH 
ELECTRONIC IGNITION KITS

SQUARE DROP-IN PANS WITH 
ELECTRONIC IGNITION KITS

RECTANGULAR DROP-IN PANS 
WITH ELECTRONIC IGNITION KITS

LINEAR DROP-IN PANS WITH 
ELECTRONIC IGNITION KITS
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As with our quality burner pans, our Fire Pit Burner Covers are crafted from high quality .304 
stainless steel, with a smooth brushed finish and a heavy duty solid chrome handle.  
Our Pan Covers are made to compliment and completely protect their corresponding Drop-in 
Pan Units. We strongly recommend that you consider protecting your fire feature investment 
with our quality Fire Pit Burner Covers.

ROUND COVERS
CV-RSP-19 | 22" X 22" X 2.5"
CV-RSP-25 | 28" X 28" X 2.5"

SQUARE COVERS
CV-SQP-12 | 15" X 15" X 2.5"
CV-SQP-18 | 21" X 21" X 2.5"
CV-SQP-24 | 27" X 27" X 2.5"
CV-SQP-30 | 34" X 34" X 2.5"
CV-SQP-36 | 39" X 39" X 2.5"

RECTANGULAR COVERS
CV-AFPP-18 | 9" X 21" X 2.5"
CV-AFPP-24 | 11" X 27" X 2.5"
CV-AFPP-30 | 13" X 33" X 2.5"
CV-AFPP-36 | 15" X 39" X 2.5"
CV-AFPP-48 | 17" X 51" X 2.5"

LINEAR COVERS
CV-LCB-30 | 9" X 33" X 2.5"
CV-LCB-36 | 9" X 39" X 2.5"
CV-LCB-48 | 9" X 51" X 2.5"
CV-LCB-60 | 9" X 63" X 2.5"
CV-LCB-72 | 9" X 75" X 2.5"

FIRE PIT BURNER COVERS
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SQUARE FLAME GUARDS
FG-SQP-12 | 17.5" X 17.5" X 6"
FG-SQP-18 | 23.5" X 23.5" X 6"
FG-SQP-24 | 29.5" X 29.5" X 6"
FG-SQP-30 | 35.5" X 35.5" X 6"
FG-SQP-36* | 41.5" X 41.5" X 6"

RECTANGULAR FLAME GUARDS
FG-AFPP-18 | 23.5" X 11.5" X 6"
FG-AFPP-24 | 29.5" X 13.5" X 6"
FG-AFPP-30 | 35.5" X 15.5" X 6"
FG-AFPP-36* | 41.5" X 17.5" X 6"
FG-AFPP-48* | 53.5" X 19.5" X 6"

LINEAR FLAME GUARDS
FG-LCB-30 | 35.5" X 11.5" X 6"
FG-LCB-36* | 41.5" X 11.5" X 6"
FG-LCB-48* | 53.5" X 11.5" X 6"
FG-LCB-60* | 65.5" X 11.5" X 6"

FIRE PIT FLAME GUARDS
AFG Fire Pit Flame Guards are specifically crafted to surround, control, and protect fire pits from  
the potentially damaging effects of wind-blown flame. Our Flame Guards are constructed of 
tempered safety glass, with polished edges and easy to assemble chrome corner brackets.  
We recommend the use of our Flame Guards in all fire installations located in potentially  
breezy and/or windy areas.

ROUND FLAME GUARDS
FG-RSP-19 | 23" X 8"
FG-RSP-25 | 29" X 8"

* Flame Guards 36” and wider 
   have a split panel design.
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FIRE PIT CONNECTION KITS

GAS FITTINGS & ACCESSORIES

High Capacity Flex Line Kit 
AFG-FPIK-N-HC

High capacity • 24" long stainless ¾" hoses 
Up to 350k BTU's • Natural Gas • Commercial Grade

Standard Capacity Flex Line Kit 
AFG-SIT-HOSEKIT

Standard capacity • 34" long stainless ½" hoses
Up to 250k BTU's • Natural Gas • Commercial Grade

Portable Tank Propane Hose Kit 
AFG-FPIK-P

Portable tank propane hose kit
Up to 125k BTU's

Natural Gas Hose Kit 
AFG-FPIK-N

Natural gas hose kit
Up to 200k BTU's

Quick Disconnect Long Hose Kit 
AFG-FPLP

12 foot propane hose • Quick disconnect 
fittings • Up to 150k BTU's

GAS KEY VALVE
Standard ½" - up to 250k BTU's

Angled Standard ½" - Up to 250k BTU's
High Capacity ¾" - up to 350k BTU's

SPARK IGNITOR KIT
AFG-PBIKIT

GAS FITTINGS
Available in 3/8", ½" and ¾" 

Straight and Angled

GAS VALVES
Available in 3/8", ½" and ¾" 

Straight and Angled

FLEX LINE KITS
VALVE HOSES

AIR MIXERS
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PACKAGING

SAMPLE KITS

RETAIL POINT OF PURCHASE DISPLAYS

Jewel Jars have transformed how Fire 
Glass is delivered to the consumer. 
The Jewel Jar design and eye-catching 
graphics allow for a confident purchase 
of superior quality American Fire Glass.

As the industry leader, we strive for a goal of shipping 
every order in 1 business day. Shipping over 2 million 
pounds of Fire Glass last year has allowed us to continue 
making improvements to decrease delivery time.

1/2" Fire Glass Kit
AFG-GLSKIT-1/2"

Fire Beads & Zircon Kit
AFG-GLSKIT-FZ

1/4" Fire Glass Kit
AFG-GLSKIT-1/4"

Recycled & Eco Glass Kit
AFG-GLSKIT-RE

Fireplace POP DisplayFire Pit POP Display Jewel Jar POP Display
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570 Third Street, Lake Elsinore, CA 92530-2729
Phone: 888-264-1017 • Fax: 888-679-3149
www.americanfireglass.com


